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Abstract
Beta-decay into broad resonances gives a distorted lineshape in the observed
energy spectrum. Part of the distortion arises from the phase space factor,
but we show that the beta-decay matrix element may also contribute. Based
on a schematic model for p-wave continuum neutron states it is argued that
beta-decay directly to the continuum should be considered as a possible con-
tributing mechanism in many decays close to the driplines. The signatures
in R-matrix fits for such decays directly to continuum states are discussed
and illustrated through an analysis of the beta-decay of 8B into 2+ states in
8Be.
1. Introduction
The concept of a resonance is pervasive in quantum physics as applied
e.g. on nuclear, particle, atomic and molecular phenomena. However, a closer
look at the literature shows that there is no unique way of defining a reso-
nance. When applied in data analysis, varying definitions can give different
results for broad resonances [1, 2, 3] or may even at some point become im-
possible to apply. There are two distinct aspects of a resonance, the first
being as a state of a (continuum) system in analogy with a bound state, the
second as characterizing an enhanced response to a disturbance. We shall
here mainly be concerned with the first aspect.
We shall focus in this paper on beta-delayed particle emission processes
that traditionally are considered to proceed through (resonance) states in
the beta-decay daughter and shall argue that beta-decays directly to the
continuum should be taken into account in more situations than done so
far. Before dealing specifically with beta-decay we shall in section 2 remind
the reader about some aspects of the description of resonances and how well
they perform when applied to broad resonances. This will be illustrated in
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section 3 through simple model calculations. One goal is to clarify whether
parameters taken from analyses of beta-decay data can be used in modelling
of other nuclear processes proceeding through the same “reaction channels”,
we show in section 4 that loosely bound initial states may require special
considerations. In the limit of very broad resonances it is not possible to
decouple the population of the resonance from its decay. The properties of
the resonance, its position and width (or more generally its shape), will differ
when populated via different mechanisms. Since analyses of decays through
broad levels are often made via R-matrix fits we shall discuss (section 4.3)
what effects may occur there. Finally, section 5 discusses how our results
may be generalized and section 6 presents our conclusion.
It may be appropriate first to recall that a resonance as such does not cor-
respond directly to any physical observable. However, the resonance concept
can be very useful in describing the evolution of a system, e.g. as a response
to an external probe, namely by employing resonances as basis states in the
description. We are of course never forced to use a specific set of basis states,
but narrow resonances in particular seem a natural choice. In the opposite
limit of very broad structures the alternative description in terms of “pure”
continuum states (a basis defined by the asymptotic behaviour of the wave-
functions) may seem the natural one. It is important to note that both
descriptions are valid and, at least for structures of intermediate width, can
be used in practice. A practical example can be found in the calculation [4]
of the dipole strength function for 11Be where a basis combining resonances
and continuum contributions is used and it is demonstrated explicitly how
the number of included resonances can be varied without changing the re-
sult. (The complex scaling method [5] used in this work can be related to
the Berggren decomposition of the continuum [6, 7].)
From such general considerations it appears that it is to some extent a
matter of convenience whether one interprets an experimental spectrum in
terms of resonances or not. This point has been made very clearly by Dalitz
[8, 9]. The two possible descriptions, emphasizing resonances or continuum
states, may be thought of as complementary, and the question of whether
a process happens resonantly or not will as noted earlier [10, 11] not al-
ways have a unique, or meaningful, answer. Nevertheless it is worthwhile to
explore how far the resonance concept may be taken, to see how different
resonance definitions relate to experimental observables, and to determine
when corrections must be included.
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2. Limits for resonant behaviour
Most resonance definitions are conceptual or formal, but do agree in the
case of narrow resonances. Resonances may also be identified in experi-
mental spectra, and a standard requirement has been that several different
observables should give consistent (energy and width) parameters for a given
resonance, the point being that resonances should be an intrinsic property
of the system studied and ideally not influenced by the ways of exciting it.
For increasingly broader resonances the deduced parameters can no longer be
expected to be identical for the different conceptual definitions or different
observables.
Blatt and Weisskopf [12] start their exposition of nuclear resonances by
considering the relative amplitude of wavefunctions inside and outside the
nucleus. A resonance corresponds to an enhancement of the interior wave-
function and thereby to a spatial concentration. Another possibility is to look
at the time delay between incoming and outgoing wave packets that should
be large, see eg. [8, 13]. That these two criteria are equivalent is shown by
the discussion in [14] on how the presence of an unstable state leads to lo-
calization. As Γ (the resonance width parameter) increases these two ways
of identifying resonances become less clear: the enhancement of the interior
wavefunction for a given energy will decrease and the delay time (lifetime)
will approach the transit time of the constituents across the nucleus.
It is well known that a state decaying exponentially in time will have an
energy distribution given by a Breit-Wigner shape, but this distribution can
also be derived in several other ways, see e.g. [12, 13, 14, 15]. For broad levels
the pure Breit-Wigner shape has to be corrected (energy distributions do
not extend below zero energy, nor to arbitrarily high energies). Furthermore
it becomes harder to unambiguously interpret broad structures in energy
spectra as (distorted) Breit-Wigner distributions since bumps in an energy
distribution may occur for a number of other reasons [8, 9].
When following the evolution of a bound state as its energy is increased
and crosses the threshold to the continuum, it is tempting to extend the
eigenvalue description by employing complex energies and letting the state
acquire an imaginary energy corresponding to half its width. One often in
theoretical descriptions starts from complex eigenstates with purely outgo-
ing waves, the Gamow states [16]. This naturally leads to the description
of resonances as poles (at complex values) in the S-matrix [13, 17]. This is
the definition employed in most, but not all [18], treatments in mathematical
physics. It leads to very elegant formulations, but also runs into problems for
very broad states. On one hand, as pointed out by Sitenko [19], the assump-
tion of purely outgoing waves is no longer realistic when the time delay is very
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short. On the other hand, as noted e.g. in [13], we can easily identify poles
close to the real axis in experimental data (that are on the real axis), but as
widths become larger and the poles move away from the real axis it becomes
increasingly harder to make this identification. In practical situations one
often has to introduce more than one state and thereby many parameters for
the states to determine from the experimental spectrum, examples will be
given in section 4.3. In the extreme situation there is “more input from the
theoretical skeleton than from the experimental data”.
See also [9, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] for more (and complementary)
accounts of the resonance phenomenon.
3. Schematic model
The changes that occur as resonances become broader will be illustrated
in a schematic model where the many nuclear degrees of freedom are re-
stricted to the motion of a single neutron. The corresponding strong poten-
tial is taken to be a square well with radius a = 4 fm and depth V0 > 0.
For a positive energy E = (h¯k)2/2µ (for definiteness we shall take the re-
duced mass µ to be 10/11 of the neutron mass) and an angular momentum l
the radial wavefunction, R(r), inside the potential is proportional to jl(Kr)
where E + V0 = (h¯K)
2/2µ. Outside the potential the radial wavefunction is
normalized to be the linear combination [cos δljl(kr) − sin δlyl(kr)]k of the
regular and irregular spherical Bessel function of order l. Here δl is the phase
shift that is found by matching the inner and outer wavefunction. The ex-
plicit factor of k implies that the wavefunction is normalized to approach
sin(kr + δl − lpi/2)/r for large radii r. We shall mainly consider p-waves,
this is the simplest case where resonances occur since s-waves that have no
confining potential form virtual states instead.
3.1. Elastic scattering
This simple model will now be used to compare different resonance def-
initions. First of all, a phase shift that goes through pi/2 is often used as
a criterion. This is closely related to elastic scattering for which the cross
section is
σl =
pi
k2
(2l + 1)|e2iδl − 1|2 . (1)
The factor |e2iδl −1| = 2 sin δl is clearly maximal when the phase shift equals
pi/2 + npi. However, for broad levels the variation of the front factor k−2
shifts down the maximum for the cross section to lower energies. As a second
way to define resonances, one may look at the enhancement of the interior
wavefunction that can be quantified through the integral I =
∫
a
o
|R(r)|2r2dr
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Figure 1: Upper panel: Elastic cross-section, lower panel: the integral of the squared
wavefunction inside the potential. Both are calculated for p-wave neutrons in a square
well of radius 4.0 fm and shown as a function of energy for different well depths as marked
in the figure. The height of the angular momentum barrier is marked by an arrow.
of the squared wavefunction over the potential range. If no potential is
present, i.e. the neutron is in an s-wave and V0 = 0 MeV, the integral averages
to a/2 = 2 fm.
Figure 1 shows the calculated elastic cross-section σ and the integral I of
the interior wavefunction as a function of energy for different choices of the
potential depth V0 just above 50 MeV (in this range there will be one bound
state in the potential). As seen in the figure peaks occur as long as they are
well below the height of the potential barrier. The peak shape of both σ and
I become wide and asymmetric as the peak positions increase, note that the
peak positions and widths are quite similar in the two cases. There is still a
broad structure visible in I for V0 = 51.0 MeV, but a less clear signal in σ.
Furthermore, the positions where the phase shift goes through pi/2 deviates
more and more from the visual peak and the phase shift never reaches pi/2 for
potential depth 51.0 MeV. The resonance positions according to these two
definitions are given in table 1 in column two and four. The peak position
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Table 1: The position of a resonance for p-wave neutrons in a square well of radius 4 fm
and depth V0 according to four different definitions: the total or resonant phase shift, δl
or δR, going through pi/2 and the maxima of the elastic cross-section or the beta-strength
distribution. All energies are in units of MeV.
V0 Resonance energy
δl =
pi
2
δR =
pi
2
max σl max B(E)Ei=1MeV
55.5 0.278 0.276 0.266 0.256
55.0 0.510 0.497 0.469 0.436
54.5 0.791 0.748 0.693 0.616
54.0 1.146 1.028 0.942 0.797
53.0 2.358 1.672 1.518 1.154
52.0 – 2.411 2.216 1.500
51.0 – 3.219 3.05 1.831
12.0 0.975 0.894 0.814 0.705
11.5 1.379 1.177 1.055 0.868
11.0 1.970 1.486 1.314 1.027
for the integral I is essentially identical to the position of the maximum of
the elastic scattering cross section. The lower part of table 1 have potential
depths corresponding to wavefunctions with no nodes inside the potential,
for the upper part there is one node.
3.2. A second look at resonance definitions
The numerical results shown above suggests that resonances should be
characterized by being localized in space as well as peaked in energy, this
seems natural for the case of short-ranged potentials considered in this pa-
per. The implications of this point of view will be pursued in the following
sections, but a few observations can be made already.
The enhancement of the wavefunction inside the potential will also be
present in the region just outside. The integral Iout =
∫ 2a
a
|R(r)|2r2dr will
in most cases be larger than I for states of energy close to the peak energy.
This will be important when we shall consider transition matrix elements
in the next section, but it also underlines that resonance wavefunctions do
differ qualitatively from bound state wavefunctions. An exception to this is
halo states that also extend significantly beyond the potential range.
The wavefunction inside the potential, jl(Kr) in our model, changes ex-
plicitly with energy through K. The relative change across a peak of width
Γ is easily shown to be ∆K/K = Γ/2/(E + V0) and can become appreciable
for very broad states. In this limit both the normalization and the functional
shape of the interior resonance wavefunction is no longer unique. This sit-
uation can be contrasted to the one encountered in R-matrix theory that is
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often used in advanced analyses of experimental data. We refer to [15, 28, 29]
for a full account of R-matrix theory and only summarize the main features
here: Internal levels λ appear from quantization within the channel radius
ac, they have energies Eλ and amplitude γλ for coupling to a decay channel.
The internal wavefunctions form a discrete basis set for the interior, but the
levels cannot automatically be identified as resonances, we shall elaborate on
this in section 4.3. For the cases where such an identification can be made
Lane and Thomas showed in section XII.2 of their review [28] that for an
internal wavefunction Ψ formed with unit incoming flux (spherical wave) one
has at a resonance for the integral over the internal region:
∫
|Ψ|2d3r =
h¯Γλ
(Eλ +∆−E)2 + Γ
2
λ
/4
, (2)
where Γλ = 2Pγ
2
λ, ∆ = −(S − B)γ
2
λ, the penetrability and shift factor for
the channel, P and S, are energy dependent and the boundary parameter B
normally is set equal to S at resonance. This explicitly shows how the single-
level (Breit-Wigner) resonance formula is related to our integral I. If one here
approximates S by a linear function (section XII.3 of [28]) one obtains an
expression with “observed” parameters rather than the above, more formal
R-matrix parameters:
C
h¯Γ0
(E0 −E)2 + Γ20/4
, C =
1
1 + γ2
λ
dS/dE
, (3)
where now Γ0 = CΓλ corresponding to a renormalization of γ
2
λ
and E0 =
Eλ + ∆. However, the energy dependence of the penetrability implies that
the maximum of the distribution may be shifted away from E0 [30]. In
the limit of small shifts one can for neutrons derive that the maximum is
positioned at
Emax = E0
[
1− α
(
Γ0
4E0
)2]
, (4)
where the parameter α for a given angular momentum l increases from 1
far above the barrier to 2l + 1 well below the barrier. For p-waves α =
[3 + (ka)2]/[1 + (ka)2].
For an isolated resonance the phase shift in R-matrix theory consists of
two contributions δl = φl + δR. Here φl = tan
−1(jl/yl) is the hard sphere
phase shift and
δR = tan
−1
(
Γλ/2
Eλ +∆−E
)
(5)
is the contribution from the resonance. Since the resonance position in R-
matrix theory is defined by Eλ +∆−E = 0 it corresponds to δR being pi/2.
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The corresponding resonance positions have been evaluated and are also given
as the third column in table 1. (The final column will be explained in the next
section.) Using δR rather than δl clearly gives more appropriate resonance
positions; the increase of more than one MeV in δl-resonance position as V0 is
decreased from 54 MeV to 53 MeV is not sensible. For broad resonances δR
gives a resonance position above the peak position, but this result actually
depends on the value chosen for the channel radius ac used to evaluate φl.
It was here taken equal to a = 4 fm, but increasing it to 6 fm will move the
extracted resonance positions down e.g. to 0.477 MeV and 1.380 MeV for
V0 = 55 MeV and 53 MeV. This highlights one of the conceptual problems in
R-matrix theory, namely the possible dependence of results on the channel
radius, see e.g. the discussion in [29]. We shall return to the question of
resonance positions extracted from R-matrix theory in section 4.3.
4. Beta-delayed neutron emission
Beta-decay may populate broad resonances, in particular in light nuclei,
and could conceptually present a new angle on the issue since one here en-
ters “abruptly” into a strongly interacting system, thereby circumventing
Sitenko’s point presented above. Broad resonances could therefore appear
differently when populated in beta decay rather than in nuclear reactions.
Population through gamma decays (or photo-dissociation) will be similar,
but with a slightly more complex operator. Although there are fewer de-
tailed studies of gamma decays to broad levels, some exist [31, 32, 33] and
related studies on photo-dissociation processes can also be relevant. Refer-
ences to the extensive literature on beta decay to continuum levels may be
found e.g. through a recent review paper [34].
4.1. Model calculations
The operator for allowed beta-decay transforms a neutron into a proton
without further changes to the wavefunction. This is approximated in the
schematic model by assuming that a core nucleon is transformed. The neu-
tron is then involved through the overlap matrix element between an initial
state bound p-wave neutron (with a binding energy Ei that can be varied)
and the above final state continuum p-wave function. With our normalization
of the latter wavefunction the matrix element has dimension of a length, and
the phase space factor corresponding to the density of final neutron states is
2/(pih¯v) where v = h¯k/µ is the velocity (the factor can be derived from the
more detailed expressions in [35]). We follow [36] and define the differential
beta-strength B(E) as the product of the matrix element squared and the
neutron phase space factor. The beta-decay rate, w(E), at a given energy
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E is then proportional to f(Q − E)B(E) where f is the usual beta-decay
phase space factor. The f -factor has a substantial energy dependence which
will move the observed peak position by roughly −(5/8)Γ20/(Q−E0), see [36]
for details. We shall here focus on the behaviour of B(E) and note that the
f -factor can be divided out from experimental data so that its effects can be
removed. We neglect for the moment any effects of non-perfect overlap in
the core, but return below to a more detailed discussion of the assumptions
made.
For initial neutron states that are well bound so that the wavefunction
is mainly inside the potential one could expect the square of the overlap
matrix element to be similar to the integral I from the previous section.
However, the beta-strength contains an extra factor 1/v that will move the
peak position down and reduce its width. This can be seen in the upper
panel of figure 2 by comparing the (rescaled) elastic cross-section with the
differential beta-strength for a 5 MeV initial state (dotted line). For initial
states with smaller binding energy the wavefunction will extend beyond the
potential and there will be a contribution to the overlap matrix element also
from the external region. This leads to a further shift of the peak position
and modification of the line shape as shown in figure 2. The area under
the curves is the same (due to the beta-decay strength sum rule), and the
strength is moved from higher energies to lower energies thereby shifting
the peak downwards, for the very low initial binding energy of 20 keV a
low-energy shoulder develops. These changes may be understood as follows.
Less initial binding energy Ei gives a wavefunction with slower radial fall-off
which increases the importance of the external contribution. This enhances
the overlap for final state energies E of order and smaller than Ei, but when
E increases the oscillations in the final state wavefunction become more rapid
and the overlap is suppressed. It must be stressed that all changes seen in
figure 2 for different Ei are due to the structure of the initial state. The final
state continuum is exactly the same in all calculations.
The lower panel of the figure also shows schematic results corresponding
to (γ,n) dissociation reactions with E1 transitions. The initial states are
here taken as neutron s-waves of different energy, and the matrix element
now includes a factor r as appropriate for the E1 operator. The quantity
plotted is the matrix element squared times 2/(pih¯v). The extra factor of
r in the matrix elements (and the fact that the initial s-wave neutron state
can be more extended than a p-wave) enhances the effects mentioned above,
but the overall qualitative behaviour is similar. One can include the external
electromagnetic contributions explicitly in a resonance framework such as R-
matrix theory (see section XIII.3 in [28]), as also extended by Barker to the
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Figure 2: The beta-strength to a p-wave neutron continuum for a square well radius 4.0
fm and potential depth 55.0 MeV is shown as a function of energy. Initial state binding
energy is 5.0 MeV (dotted line), 1.0 MeV (dashed line), 0.2 MeV (solid line) and 0.02 MeV
(dash-dotted line), respectively. Upper panel also shows the elastic cross-section (in barn)
scaled down by a factor 5. Lower panel also shows the E1 strength for initial s-wave states
with binding energies 5.0 MeV, 1.0 MeV and 0.2 MeV.
case of beta-decays1 [37], but for the radiative capture case ((n,γ), the inverse
reaction to dissociation) it is customary to speak in terms of a direct capture
process, see e.g. [40]. For the E1 results in figure 2 we would therefore speak
of a transition from a resonance dominated to a direct transition dominated
process as Ei is reduced. With the similar, but less pronounced, tendencies
in beta decay we may in a similar way attribute the changes to an increasing
contribution from decays directly into the continuum as Ei is decreased.
It is worth stressing that we are dealing with two limits of the same phys-
ical process rather than two distinct reaction mechanisms. For the case of
E1 transitions the direct and resonant dominated limits clearly correspond
1Barker pointed out that this may be equivalent to considering processes with inverse
time ordering [38, 39], where the particle emission happens before the beta decay.
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to the main contributions coming from external distances and internal dis-
tances, respectively. It does not make much sense to attempt to define a
strict borderline between the two limits, to give just one example a reso-
nance may give clear interference effects for processes that are mainly due to
direct contributions. Before leaving the electromagnetic processes it should
be noted that the drastic effects seen here are at least partly due to the initial
s-states. At low binding energies these are halo states, see e.g. [41], and it
is well established [42, 43] that their pronounced low-energy E1-strength is
non-resonant.
The maxima of the B(E) distributions are also given in table 1 for the case
of initial binding energy Ei of 1 MeV. The shift down in energy with respect
to the maximum of the elastic cross-section is sizeable in all cases, although
always below a “half width at half maximum”. The resonances appearing
in our model calculation have single-particle strength by construction. One
can reduce the width of the resonances by introducing an extra delta-shell
potential. We have checked that doing this reduces the overall scale of the
energy shifts, but peak shifts are still present with a similar magnitude of
the peak shift to peak width ratio. If on the other hand the beta strength is
significantly smaller than unity (the single-particle value) the beta transition
may be due to other, and smaller, components in the initial wavefunction
where the effective binding energies are larger. In this case the dependence
on Ei will be strongly reduced.
To further illustrate the effects that may occur in beta decay, two extreme
cases are shown in figure 3, namely the final state potential of 51.0 MeV that
in figure 1 gave broad structure around the barrier height, and the case where
the final state potential vanishes. In the former case the effect of the initial
state binding energy is very high, shifting the peak position by more than 1
MeV and giving significantly narrower distributions. In the latter case there
are no resonances and the beta strength can only be attributed to direct
transitions to the continuum. More than 50% of the beta strength sum rule
value appears below 10 MeV for all shown cases with no nodes in the initial
wavefunction.
Since beta-decay gives resonance-like shapes even in rather extreme sit-
uations, it is of interest to see also the behaviour for an s-wave neutron
continuum. Here the elastic scattering has a cross-section that decreases
monotonically, one talks of a virtual state rather than a resonance and char-
acterizes it by a scattering length as. The four panels in figure 4 show results
for beta-decays into such an s-wave continuum with scattering lengths de-
creasing from 30 fm to 3 fm (the corresponding energy scales h¯2/(2µa2
s
) go
from 2.5 keV to 2.5 MeV). There is now a distinct difference in the beta-
strength distributions obtained for different initial state binding energies,
11
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Figure 3: The beta-strength to a p-wave neutron continuum for a square well radius 4.0
fm and potential depth 51.0 MeV (upper panel) or 0.0 MeV (lower panel). Initial state
binding energy is 5.0 MeV (dotted line), 1.0 MeV (dashed line) and 0.2 MeV (solid line),
respectively. Upper panel also shows the elastic cross-section (in barn) scaled down by
a factor 5. Lower panel also shows the integral I of the squared wavefunction over the
interior scaled down by a factor 4. The two sets of beta-strength curves in the lower panel
are for initial wavefunctions with no (upper curves) and one (lower curves) node inside
the potential.
the figure gives results from 0.2 MeV (a clear halo state) to 5 MeV (close
to standard binding energy). Still, all distributions peak at low energy (at
a position that depends as much on the scattering length as on the initial
binding energy) and have a pronounced asymmetric shape with a long tail
towards high energies. The tail is less extended for smaller initial binding
energies since the spatially larger initial wavefunction gives rise to a quicker
cancellation in the overlap matrix element. Most of the beta strength (for 1
MeV initial binding energy more than 98% of the sum rule) is lying between 0
MeV and 10 MeV. The shape of the distributions is not really resonance-like,
but varies significantly less than the elastic scattering cross-sections.
In summary, beta-decay may clearly distort the shape of a resonance.
The dependence of the beta-strength on the initial state is a threshold effect,
12
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Figure 4: The beta-strength to an s-wave neutron continuum for a square well radius
4.0 fm and potential depths as marked in the four panels. The corresponding scattering
lengths are 30 fm, 14 fm, 6.1 fm and 3.0 fm, respectively. The initial state binding energy
is 5.0 MeV (dotted line), 1.0 MeV (dashed line) and 0.2 MeV (solid line), respectively.
Note that the upper left panel has different ranges than the other panels.
occuring when the initial binding energy is so low that wavefunctions extend
in a significant manner outside of the nuclear core. It affects both peak
position and peak shape and appears even for an s-wave continuum. The
binding energy dependence may be reduced for transitions with low beta
strength, but the distortion with respect to elastic scattering should remain
for very broad resonances. It is interesting to compare this with the detailed
calculations of continuum-continuum E2 transitions in 8Be discussed in [44].
In that case contributions to the transition matrix element were found to arise
mainly from the short distance region. One may expect net contributions
from larger distances to appear only for continuum-continuum transitions
where both initial and final state have small k-values.
4.2. Applicability of the model
In the calculations above the beta-decay takes place in the core whereas
the initial neutron bound in a p-wave goes into a continuum p-wave state.
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The model is clearly schematic and may exaggerate the effect in that it has
both maximum beta decay strength and full single-particle strength for the
subsequent particle emission. The interesting effects happen at low neutron
binding and we are therefore dealing with β− decays. To have a final state
with good isospin we need to add a component where the core is unchanged
and the p-wave neutron is transformed into a proton. In the usual core plus
single-particle model (see e.g. section 3-1 in [10]) the component that we
consider here with an unchanged neutron is the main one in the isobaric
analogue state (IAS) and the minor one in the state of lower isospin. We
shall consider the applicability of the model separately for Fermi and Gamow-
Teller transitions, but note that the model could be appropriate for M1
excitations where the spin part is dominating.
Standard β− decay does not populate the IAS (except for the neutron
and triton), but neutrino scattering (νe, e) may do so in a Fermi transition.
Still, the Coulomb energy keeps the neutron threshold with the appropriate
isospin above the IAS so that it only decays by neutron emission through
isospin impurities. To get a Fermi contribution to beta-delayed neutron
emission two conditions must be met. First, the spatial overlap between the
initial state and the IAS must be less than one. This will happen if the
initial and final potentials differ slightly so that the two states have different
binding energy measured from their respective thresholds. Experimentally
such differences can be of order 100 keV; our simple model in such cases
gives feeding to the continuum of order one percent for binding energies less
than 1 MeV. (With exactly the same potential in initial and final state there
is of course no continuum feeding.) The second condition is that isospin
conservation is broken. Large effects can only be expected for the low-lying
continuum where the asymmetry of the Coulomb effects is most noticable.
In the schematic model decays only take place via the component where the
core is beta-decaying and the requirement is therefore that the core final state
is unbound. This can be achieved when the starting configuration is a two-
neutron halo, 11Li being the classic example. A more detailed investigation
of how large fraction of the Fermi strength could realistically reside in the
low-lying continuum would be very interesting, the current model is clearly
not applicable but suggests that the one percent level is not out of reach.
For Gamow-Teller transitions the beta strength will be reduced due to
the fact that the component we consider now is a small part of a transition,
but this is partly compensated by the factor 3 from the spin operator. The
model may therefore be thought of as a schematic model for beta-delayed
neutron emission from nuclei with the last filled neutrons in p-orbits. An
interesting case is the beta decay of 14Be where the largest branch goes to
a state [45, 46, 47] fed with a Gamow-Teller strength close to 1 and situ-
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ated about 300 keV above the one neutron threshold in 14B. The beta-decay
experiments report a neutron line of energy 288(1) keV (corresponding to a
level 308 keV above threshold) and width 49(2) keV, but a somewhat asym-
metric line shape. A later 14Be(p,n)14B reaction experiment at 69 MeV [48]
reported a transition corresponding to a level 304(4) keV above threshold
and a substantially larger width of 160(20) keV. Even without detailed cal-
culations of the charge exchange reaction mechanism the difference in width
seems too large to be accounted for in our model: for a potential depth of 55.4
MeV elastic scattering will have a peak position at 305 keV and a FWHM
of 204 keV (a single-particle strength), while for an initial binding energy in
the range 0.5-1.0 MeV the beta strength will have a peak position around
15 keV lower and a FWHM around 170 keV. Nevertheless, a more detailed
investigation of this case would be very interesting.
Two possible cases occur for the neutron-rich boron isotopes, although in
both cases for transitions with beta strength of order 0.1 or less. The nucleus
13B decays into a 1/2− 8.860(20) MeV level in 13C with width 150(30) keV
[49]; here the latest published experiment [50] is from 1974 and did not give
accurate energies for the position of the level. A recent experiment [51] on
the beta decay of 17B found indications for a 2.5(7) MeV wide 5.04(2) MeV
neutron line tentatively attributed to neutron emission from a level at 6.08
MeV in 17C. If this is confirmed one can in any case expect large effects for
a resonance that is so wide. Other relevant examples may be the decays of
nuclei such as 8He, 9Li or heavier nuclei around 50K.
Similar effects to the ones exposed here may occur also in other beta-
delayed particle emission processes. Before discussing that it is useful to
look at how R-matrix fits behave in our model.
4.3. R-matrix fits
R-matrix theory allows to include effects such as the penetrability and
interference that can alter the spectral shape for broad resonances. It is
therefore often employed in fits of experimental data in order to extract
parameter values. We shall test here what happens for our model calculations
for the case of V0 = 55 MeV. For the phase shifts equation (5) gives an almost
perfect fit to the data when the hard sphere phase shift is evaluated and the
fit performed for ac = a = 4 fm. The resonance position is at 0.497 MeV
and the γλ parameter corresponds to a total level width equal to a single
particle unit (the Wigner limit). If ac is chosen as 6 fm (and the hard sphere
phase shift corrected accordingly) it is not possible to produce an acceptable
fit with one resonance, to get this one needs to introduce a second level or
add a constant background term to the R-matrix.
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Table 2: Results of R-matrix fits to beta strength distributions for potential depth 55.0
MeV. All energies are in units of MeV.
Ei Emax FWHM E1 Γ1 B1 E2 Γ2 B2
0.2 0.41 0.30 0.45 0.38 0.44 360 8.0 4.8 · 105
1.0 0.44 0.31 0.48 0.40 0.40 499 1.1 · 104 78
5.0 0.45 0.33 0.49 0.41 0.31 39 1.21 282
We have furthermore fitted the calculated B(E) distributions for initial
state binding energies of 0.2 MeV, 1.0 MeV and 5.0 MeV shown in figure
2. A fit with a single level did not produce acceptable fits even though
the channel radius was set to 4 fm. The results for fits with two levels are
displayed in table 2, the agreement between calculated and fitted distribution
is perfect for the 5.0 MeV data, but there are systematic deviations for the
other two energies. The table gives the observed position and full width at
half maximum (in MeV) for the three B(E) distributions as well as the R-
matrix “observed” values [28, 29] of the energies Ei, the widths Γi and the
beta strength parameters Bi for transitions to the two levels.
It is interesting that the differences in the maximum of the distribution,
Emax, are seen as well in the extracted fit values for E1. The shift of Emax rel-
ative to E1 is close to that given by equation (4). However, the shape of the
distributions necessitated the two component fits where in all cases the two
R-matrix levels interfere destructively between the two level positions. The
width parameters Γ1 therefore do not correspond to the observed FWHM
values and the beta strength parameters B1 are lower than the maximum
value of one. The parameters of the second level are poorly constrained by
the data and the fit uncertainties therefore large. Nevertheless, the param-
eters B2 are in all cases unrealistically large, as is also the case for several
values of E2 and Γ2. The overall fit can therefore not be interpreted in terms
of physically well-defined resonances, it rather resembles the situation en-
countered in the R-matrix fits [52] to the decay of 12N into states in 12C
above the alpha particle threshold where unphysical values of E, Γ and B
were obtained when a 0+4 level was introduced in the fits (this was done in
order to reach an acceptable χ2-value).
Adding more levels in the R-matrix fit may in principle lead to a more
acceptable solution, but the extra parameters introduced as levels are added
implies that it will not be possible to determine all parameters solely from
the data. The contribution from the regions outside of the nuclear core that
occur in beta decay for small initial binding energy can therefore be expected
to give a difference in extracted resonance energy between analyses of beta
decay and elastic scattering data. In our example this difference reached
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more than 10% of the width of the level.
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Figure 5: The observed energies of the fitted levels from an R-matrix four-level fit [54] of
the beta-delayed alpha-spectrum from the decay of 8B is shown versus the channel radius
used for the fit. The positions of the well established 3 MeV level (filled circle) and the 2+
doublet close to 17 MeV (lines) are stable whereas the position of the fourth level (open
circle) varies.
To learn more about how R-matrix fits may be interpreted we turn to
the example of the beta-delayed alpha decay of 8B which has been studied
on several occasions. We use the spectrum obtained recently in [53] that
also gives details on earlier work as well as a brief account of the fitting
procedure and results for a fit with channel radius 4.5 fm. More details on
the fit as well as results for other channel radii can be found in [54]. To get
an acceptable fit one needs to include, apart from the well established level
at 3 MeV and the 2+ doublet at 16.6 MeV and 16.9 MeV, a fourth 2+ level,
see figure 5 that shows the energy positions as function of channel radius.
The nature of the extra level has been discussed on several occasions, see e.g.
[55, 56, 57, 58], with Barker arguing from a simultaneous fit to scattering
and decay data that it is an intruder state. However, not all R-matrix levels
can be interpreted as resonances [15, 28, 59]. For the case of 8Be a detailed
demonstration of this was made for the s-wave resonances in a comparison
[60] of R-matrix and K-matrix fits.
In more general terms this was demonstrated already by Wigner and
Eisenbud [59] who showed how R-matrix theory treats even the case of van-
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ishing interaction through an infinite number of levels i with parameters
Ei = h¯
2/(2M)(2i − 1)2(pi/(2ac))
2 and γi = (−1)
i
√
h¯2/(Mac). These levels
cannot be interpreted as resonances, but are needed in order to reproduce
the case of “no scattering”. They do appear since the R-matrix levels form
a complete set of basis functions. If, as is often the case, a small number of
R-matrix levels is used in a fit one may find the need for a “background level”
with unphysical energies or γ-parameter, such a level effectively incorporates
the effects of the above infinite number of levels, as illustrated in [60]. Turn-
ing this around, to incorporate continuum behaviour in an R-matrix fit one
needs extra levels with large γ values and approximate distance
Ei+1 − Ei =
h¯2pi2
Ma2
c
i . (6)
(The value for ac = 5 fm and i = 1 is 8.25 MeV for the alpha-alpha system
and 18.0 MeV for the neutron system above.) The fourth level in figure 5 has
a dependence on the channel radius ac that is consistent with this behaviour
and indeed has quite large values of γ (clearly larger than the ones for the
3 MeV level, and therefore unphysical) and may therefore function as an
effective level. One would expect that introducing more levels in the fits
would give better behaviour, in particular at large ac, but the alternative
approach that interprets the need for such extra levels as a signature of a
noticable direct contribution seems more attractive. That fits performed
at large channel radii may need more levels is consistent with the general
practice [29] of using rather small values for the radii.
In summary, R-matrix theory has a complete basis and can reproduce any
decay mechanism, also decays directly to continuum states. The presence of
such decays can be indicated in several ways: by R-matrix levels that do
not correspond to any physical “bump” in the spectra, by level energies
that scale inversely as the channel radius squared, or by levels that have
unphysically large values for the parameters that represent the coupling to
different channels, like γ and B.
5. Discussion
5.1. Other beta-delayed decays
Most beta-delayed neutron emissions will not proceed through states with
single-particle neutron strength. The delta-shell potential introduced above
to mimic this effect may not be sufficiently realistic, but the observed depen-
dence on the initial state binding energy should remain and could in extreme
cases give peak shifts approaching the width of the resonance.
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The mirror process is proton emission following β+ decay. The Coulomb
barrier will now affect both initial and final proton states and diminish the
contribution from distances beyond the nuclear potential. On the other hand
more decay channels will be open, there is e.g. beta-feeding to the IAS for
nuclei with more protons than neutrons. A special situation may be encoun-
tered for isospin 1 systems where (in light nuclei) the nuclei with isospin
projection ±1 can both decay to the same states in the nucleus with projec-
tion 0. These mirror decays may now differ in line shape. Two possible cases
occur for isospin 3/2 systems: The beta decay of 13O includes a transition
to a level at 8.198 keV in 13N that is more than 200keV wide, this is the
mirror transition to the 13B case considered earlier. The proton energy has
only been measured in one experiment [61] where a surprising energy shift
50 keV upwards with respect to reaction data was reported. A more careful
investigation of this case seems needed. The beta decay of 17Ne includes a
transition to a quite broad, 700(250) keV, 8.2 MeV 3/2− level [62, 63] but the
energy of this resonance has not been measured precisely in any experiment.
The main remaining beta-delayed process to consider is beta-delayed al-
pha decay (delayed emission of other particles, such as tritons, has also been
observed, but only in rather few nuclei). For such transitions the overlap
integrals will be more complex and simple models hardly adequate. Never-
theless, there are, as alluded to above, experimental data that may point to
related effects. Consider first the decays of 8B and 8Li into 2+ levels in 8Be
that subsequently decay by breaking up into two alpha particles. As shown
in the previous section the most natural explanation of the 8B decay data
is in terms of a contribution also from direct decays to continuum states. A
detailed comparison of peak positions of the lowest 2+ resonance in the two
decays and in alpha-alpha scattering performed in [58] gave the same value
within about 20 keV, but the beta strength is low in this case so the expected
energy shift may be small. Furthermore, the beta decay strength parameters
for the two mirror decays differed in the analysis and it may be worthwhile
to try to model the system rather than relying on R-matrix fits.
As the next example, consider decays leading to the alpha-particle cluster
states in 12C where the R-matrix fits mentioned above [52] also strongly
indicated the presence of decays directly to the continuum. Here one is
dealing with a three alpha particle final state which further complicates the
theoretical treatment. Existing cluster models [64, 65] may be a starting
point for an analysis, but in order also to evaluate the overlap integrals that
enter in the beta-decay process they have to be extended.
Finally, the E1 component of the astrophysically important 12C(α,γ)16O
reaction is often evaluated by combining reaction and beta decay data, see
e.g. [66, 67]. In the combined fit to data the resonance position and width
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is assumed to be the same for all processes. In view of our results this
assumption should be checked.
5.2. Other experimental probes
It would be interesting to extend the calculations also to other ways of
populating resonances in order to see how large difference may be there. A
good starting point for transfer reactions could be the semiclassical model for
transfer to continuum states by Bonaccorso and Brink [35]. Coupled channels
calculations may also be used to treat inelastic scattering. For knockout
reactions at higher beam energies there is already an extensive discussion on
the reaction mechanism, see e.g. [68] where arguments for a dominance of
direct transitions are presented.
It was striking to see the rather large difference in spectral shape between
elastic scattering and beta-decay that appeared for very wide structures (to
some extent even for s-wave systems), a difference that must arise from the
fact that the initial state in beta decay is confined. This suggests that beta-
decay is more sensitive to broad resonances than elastic scattering. It will
be interesting to see how other experimental probes will behave and whether
there will be similar effects of spatially extended nuclear states (e.g. the rather
loosely bound deuteron often employed in transfer reactions). We have so
far only considered allowed beta-decay. In higher orders, λ, one encounters
matrix elements that, similar to the case of electromagnetic interactions,
involve spherical Bessel functions jλ(qr) (or their generalization to take into
account the effects of the nuclear Coulomb field) with a wave number q in
the relevant range for the transition [10]. This will lead to an enhancement
of direct transitions similar to that already mentioned for electromagnetic
transitions. The same conclusion also holds for processes at somewhat higher
energy, such as electron or neutrino scattering or muon capture [69], where
the higher order processes become more important.
5.3. The non-resonant continuum ?
When calculating processes close to a threshold and employing a frame-
work, such as the Gamow Shell Model [70], that is sufficiently powerful to
capture both bound state and continuum behaviour, results are sometimes
described in terms of resonant and non-resonant continuum contributions.
Such a division is of course, as practitioners are well aware, only possible
with a specific choice of which resonances are included; the example of the
calculation of the 11Be dipole strength function [4] was quoted already. A
distinction may be made within a theoretical model, but one cannot find a
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general and unambiguous experimental way of separating resonant and non-
resonant processes. This is well established (see e.g. appendix 3F in [10]),
but the above calculations illustrate this in a new way.
The terms resonant and non-resonant continuum suggests that it is a
property of the continuum, i.e. of the final state on its own. The cases
discussed above where the initial state structure influenced the detailed line
shape shows that such an interpretation can lead to a rather complex descrip-
tion of actual processes. In a similar way radiative capture can in limiting
cases be described as proceeding through resonant capture or direct capture,
but will in general have contributions from both, and a general distinction
between one reaction mechanism and the other cannot be made. Assuming
as in section 3.2 that a resonance should be localized in configuration space
as well as in energy, one may use short-distance and large-distance contribu-
tions as ways of distinguishing resonant and continuum terms; see e.g. the
explicit discussion in [44] where cross terms also appeared, but note that the
exact point of division is arbitrary.
Based on the picture of spatial division one would distinguish resonant
and non-resonant contributions through their different radial contribution.
This explains why operators with different radial weighting have different
sensitivities to “non-resonant” contributions, with electromagnetic transi-
tions being more prone to display a direct mechanism. Except for situations
where one of the two contributions dominate, a clear-cut division is not pos-
sible.
6. Conclusion
The most important features of broad resonances and our main results
may be summarized as follows:
• In the limit of broad resonances, different ways of defining a resonance
will not have the same range of validity and will not give the same
values for the resonance position and width.
• Beta-decay (and to an even larger extent electromagnetic) transitions
may get contributions from extra-nuclear distances, this distorts the
observed line shape. The effect can be naturally interpreted as a con-
tribution from decays directly to continuum states. In general such con-
tributions will increase in importance as one approaches the driplines,
partly due to the low binding energies occuring there, partly due to
the fact that more transitions with large beta strength will be seen.
Transitions with large beta strength are more likely to show an effect.
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• Extraction of resonance parameters from data has to be done with care.
The comparison of elastic scattering and beta-decay showed that R-
matrix resonance parameters may depend on the process. R-matrix fits
of continuum contributions require introduction of extra levels. Such
levels often have unphysical parameter values: energies that depend on
the channel radius or too strong coupling parameters.
• Combining information from different types of experiments in order
to narrow down the properties of a resonance can therefore go wrong
for broad levels. A concrete example of this is the 2+ levels in 8Be
discussed in section 4.3. Conversely, using resonance parameters from
one experiment in another seemingly resonance dominated process may
not be appropriate. In such cases a more involved theoretical analysis
must be done.
• Different experimental probes differ in their sensitivity to resonance
structure, beta-decay may be more sensitive than other probes such as
elastic scattering. This is due to the initial state in beta-decay being
localized.
• The levels that enter in R-matrix fits can not always be interpreted as
resonances, the example discussed in detail involved the 8B decay.
Our results were obtained mainly for continuum p-wave neutrons, but
the more complex case of continuum s-waves was also considered briefly. The
trends found should persist for other beta-delayed particle emission processes
and related cases, and some of our findings may also be relevant outside of
nuclear physics for other systems with short-range potentials situated close
to a threshold.
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